
MechMet background:
•  A stand-alone MatLab FE package that works with two other resources: 
          Input from:  Virtual polycrystal instantiation tools for microstructure and mesh (Neper) 
          Output to:  Visualization/interpretation tools  (Paraview or VisIt) 
• Solves field equations for anisotropic elasticity for polycrystals using the finite element method; 

determines a continuous displacement field (intra and inter-grain) using 10-node tetrahedral 
elements w/15 point quadrature rule.  

• From displacement fields, computes strain and stress at element quad points with standard post-
processing procedures.  Integrates over element volumes to provide element-averaged values. 

• Performs collocation to evaluate a continuous stress field over grains (potentially discontinuous 
across grain boundaries);  mesh is modified to create independent fields for the grains by replicating 
nodes at grain boundaries and appropriately modifying the connectivity array.  Uses the same 10-
node tetrahedral elements as used for the displacement field.

We have encountered a problem when attempting to use Paraview’s clip or slice features 
to render images of point data generated with 10-nodes tetrahedral elements.  The issue 
arises only with clip/slice images and may be related to our using meshes that have 
multiple nodes at the same spatial position.  The coincident nodes are created at grain 
boundaries of a virtual polycrystal to facilitate evaluating grain-by-grain distributions of 
stress, strain, and other mechanical metrics. The field datasets are generated with a simple 
finite element code, MechMet, that is described briefly below.  Two examples are provided 
in the following slides to illustrate the problem, ones with 2 grains/6elements and the other 
with 30grains/3018elements. 



2-grain, 6 element mesh

Test problems

30-grain, 3018 element mesh

Both subjected to x-direction extensional strain of 0.001



(a) X-displacement field (b) X-displacement field - 
clipped 

Note that the displacement field is the same everywhere.  Same values of displacement 
exist at coincident nodes which were mapped over from the original mesh.

X-displacement field 
(a) and (b) superimposed 

2 Grain — 6 Element



(a) Smoothed stress field:
Point data

Intragrain continuity

(b) Smoothed stress field:
Same data as (a)
Clipped domain

(c) Smoothed stress field:
(a) and (b) superimposed

Note that the distribution has been altered during clipping.  This is evident in the lower left corner 
when the original and clipped renderings are superimposed.

2 Grain — 6 Element



(a) Element-averaged stress field:
Cell data

No continuity

(b) Element-average stress field:
Same data as (a)
Clipped domain

(c) Element-average stress field:
(a) and (b) superimposed

These distributions were produced with cell data.  Clipping does not alter the fields.  Superimposing 
the two (by leaving the ‘eye’ on in the pipeline brower window) produces a plot that looks the same 
and the orignial un-clipped distribution.

2 Grain — 6 Element



Note that the displacement field is the same everywhere.  Same value of displacement 
at coincident nodes.

(a) X-displacement field (b) X-displacement field - clipped 

30 Grain — 3018 Element



(a) Smoothed stress field:
Point data

Intragrain continuity

(b) Smoothed stress field:
Same data as (a)
Clipped domain

30 Grain — 3018 Element

Again, the distribution has been altered during clipping.  This is evident along most of the grain 
boundaries.



(a) Element-averaged stress field:
Cell data

No continuity

(b) Element-average stress field:
Same data as (a)
Clipped domain

Again, for cell data, the distributions are not affected by clipping.

30 Grain — 3018 Element


